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Abstract: If there is no health record history of a patient then
it will be very difficult for treating in different hospitals.
Especially for travelers and in the case of emergency it can ruin
the auspicious treatment and diagnosis. If the smart health
records are based on Cloud then there is higher difficulties for
protection and security, the open difficulties of interoperability
and joining and also lack of every day support for the high
accessibility of wellbeing history. The smart health records that
are already exists can store only limited about of data of patients
and they stored data only for specific hospital and do not support
versatility of patients crosswise over various medical clinics. The
technology that use better treatment for patients, improve quality
of life for everyone and provide better diagnostic tools can be
consider as smart health.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The healthcare services that are provide the services for
treatment, diagnosis, and prevention form diseases and
controlled by the good management team can be consider as
smart health care [1]. By connecting healthcare with
information technology this type of system provide data for
patient at any time or any place. Digital transformation is
very necessary in smart health field and it associated with the
fourth mechanical upheaval for example intermingling of
technology and science, hyper-connectivity, and super
intelligence [2,3] in the industry of healthcare. In recent
years a technology is emerged with the combination of cloud
computing [4], big data technologies [5,6], Internet of
Things (IoT) [7], and existing types of data and
correspondence innovation (ICT) [8,9]. The example of this
type of technology are “mobile health” [m-health] [8, 9],
tele-health,” [12-15] and “u-health” [10,11]. IoT empowers
physical gadgets to gather and trade information in a
mechanized manner.
Smart health incorporated with a broadly versatile clinical
information archive that is emphatically eHealth
benchmarks consistent, offers a scope of off-the-rack
wandering consideration and the other public and private
eHealth systems connected with it. The smart health record

features are as follows:
1. The clinic and EHR Repository solution based on smart
health record provide high degree of authentication, privacy,
consent management and security.
2. To support the described point of care to the clinical
management the smart health provides other health modules
and a range of chronic disease data. To support health
program data sets and new chronic disease the solution is
little costly. To fulfill the new clinical management needs on
line forms to get specific data and it can be developed and
deployed fast.
3. The other health modules and chronic disease of Smart
Health specialist provide described specific data. It connects
to the EMR system of hospitals. In health services to ensure
that smart health records are available for clinicians Smart
Health modules interoperate with EMR systems.
4. There are several cloud based smart health records are
available. The example of cloud based Smart Health data is
secure in centre located in Australia and it Electronic Health
Record Repository operates from an ISO27001. The clinical
information system of smart health and repository services
provide the data to other information systems and they
support the services to national eHealth infrastructure. The
smart health records support the health services,
administrative system of hospital and patient, diagnostic
services, clinical systems and dispensing systems.

Figure 1: smart healthcare product’s components
II. HISTORY OF HEALTH RECORDS
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In the ancient era the medical history of any patient is
recorded on paper. Because it was very simple for using, it
was durable and the cost was very low. When the medical
professionals caring for a patient the Information may be
shared and quickly added. Due to decentralize nature of the
healthcare system there were many problems arise.
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There were very difficult to get the record of patient when it
visits different offices treatment like primary care,
cardiology, dental work, etc. Incomplete and Fragmented
record of patient created problems in proper care of patients.
So there is need to develop a electronic based smart health
record that can solve the problems related to record that were
traditionally saved on papers.
III. SMART HEALTHCARE
As previously defined that smart health is provide a digital
healthcare solution, which can controlled remotely.
Mobile-health and telemedicine and collectively known as

smart health. Smart health provides automatic continuous
monitoring of health; alter suitable solution and emergency
detection. For enhancing the efficiency and quality of
healthcare the connected health system enable self-care
services and can operate with remote access. It is used in the
area of telemedicine, where the user knows about its health
and when it required provide the feedback. The system of
smart healthcare provide a complete solution of operate
autonomously; when it require a feedback solutions from the
clinicians it can directly connected to them. For people or
hospitals based on cost, architecture and power the
healthcare network can be developed.

Figure 2: Smart Health Care classification [18]

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF SMART HEALTHCARE
Functional requirements and non-functional requirements
are the two main requirements of smart healthcare system.
The specific requirements of a particular smart healthcare
architecture are address by Functional requirements. For
example based on the application if a temperature
monitoring system is developed then the thermistor and
thermometer operation, frequency and data collection
mechanism can vary. In this way according to the
applications how it used in the healthcare system the
functional requirements are special to each component.

4. enriched user experience
5. small form factor
6. quality of service
7. low power
8. easily upgradeable

Figure 4 : Deploy Smart Healthcare technologies [18]

Figure 3: Requirements in Smart Health Care [18]
The performance requirements of complete smart
healthcare system can be divided in two parts like software
and hardware. The necessary requirements for accurate and
efficient smart health care systems are:
1. ability to interoperate across different platforms
2. ease of deployment
3. continuous support of technology
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Figure 5: Smart Healthcare characteristics [18]
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A healthcare architecture includes several libraries and
environments. The platform of healthcare classified in three
main platforms:
1. computing platforms
2. service platforms
3. network platforms
To interconnection of different architectures the network
platforms consider as libraries of networking.

like weight, billing information and age, demographics,
medication and allergies, immunization status, laboratory
test results etc [17].
For increasing the quality of care of patients the smart health
records are developed. Through the care management
programs the provider use data from records of patients. For
improving the effectiveness and nature of human services the
associated health records empower self-care benefits and can
work with remote access.The record of smart healthcare give
a total arrangement of work self-sufficiently; when it require
an input arrangements from the clinicians it can
straightforwardly associated with them. For individuals or
medical clinics dependent on cost, design and power the
medicinal services system can be created.
VI. SECURITY, PRIVACY AND
CONFIDENTIALITY

Figure 6: Smart Healthcare attributes [18]
V. SMART HEALTH RECORDS
In digital format when patient data are stored electronically
then this is known as smart health record [16]. These smart
records can access by several other health care systems.
These records can be shared through other information
networks and exchanges, enterprise-wide information
system and network-connection. These records have wide
data of medical history, radiology images, personal statistics

It is very necessary to provide a secure patient record in
health care sector. Regardless, institutions of health move in
the direction of improved access. In 2013 Neame defined that
they have a commitment to guarantee that moral, security
and privacy guidelines should complete. There ought to be a
balance among access of data and protection of that data,
because patient data is private.
It is very necessary for healthcare institutions to the
secrecy and trustworthiness of patient data. it is currently a
legitimate prerequisite. In any case, in smart health records
it is very difficult. The privacy of record of Patient is very
important because in many cases like HIV status on account
of shrewd consideration could bring about social shame,
forswearing of health advantages and loss of business.
Moreover if it provides unapproved access to billing data
then it can be the cause of financial losses for patients.

Table 1 : Smart care meets security issues

VII. AN APP PLATFORM FOR HEALTHCARE
SMART Health IT is an application that provides standards
based technology platform that empowers innovators and
over the healthcare system it run securely and consistently.
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To enhance research, public health and clinical care by using
data warehouse or smart health records the application
support SMART human services experts, standard, doctors
and patients.
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troubles of interoperability and joining and furthermore
absence of consistently support for the high availability of
prosperity history. The savvy wellbeing records that are now
exists can store just restricted about of information of patients
and they put away information just for explicit emergency
clinic and don't bolster flexibility of patients transversely
over different restorative facilities. The innovation that
utilization better treatment for patients, improve personal
satisfaction for everybody and give better indicative devices
can be consider as smart health.
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